
Walking Around The World

2. What crazy adventure would you like to do someday?

1. What is the longest you've ever traveled

3. What do you value about what Tom has done?  What do you think he'll do when he gets home?

Answer and complete the sentences

I think it would take about __ __  to walk around the world

Dogs are good companions because _  

Countries I would visit for sure are  ____

   abundance    put up   fleeting   bite    adoption 

1. Tom realized how __________________ life was.

2. In Austin, Tom went to an _____________ center.

3. Savannah almost died from a tic _____________.

4. The owner gave them dinner and _____ them ____.

5. Italy provided everything in  __________________.

6. Today, Tom and Savannah are in ______________.

7. All anyone really wants to do is __________________________ and _______________________________.

under your own power?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cgp9-EYFeb4
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make a little money spend time with their family
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